ANZELA 2017 CONFERENCE
Teachers Federation Conference Centre, Sydney 3-5 October 2017

SAFE FOR WHOM?
SAFE FROM WHAT?
SAFE WHERE?
SAFE WHEN?
HOW SAFE?
OUT OF HOURS?
BREAK TIME?
WORKING HOURS?
TOURS/EXCURSIONS?
IN SCHOOL?
AT HOME?
ON CAMPUS?
STAFF?
STUDENTS?
PARENTS?
COMMUNITY?
STUDENTS?
STAFF?
PARENTS?
COMMUNITY?
THREATS?
DISCRIMINATION?
VIOLENCE?
RADICALISATION?
EDUCATION LAW FOR A SAFE WORLD!
The theme for the 26th Annual ANZELA Conference is “Education Law for a Safe World!”. As the mind map image on the flyer shows, there are a myriad of questions that this topic raises. Teachers, university academics, lawyers in both private practice and the public sector, administrators, those involved in policy formulation or delivery, union officers and representatives of employer bodies share a common interest in how law impacts on the delivery of, and outcomes from, education.

This 26th Annual Conference aims to provide an opportunity to share the issues, struggles, successes and insights that striving for a safe educational world produces. It is an opportunity for practitioners and theorists to present their thoughts and experiences to the Conference attendees. As well as papers, panel sessions and scenarios will allow for question and answer interactions. More detail about keynote speakers will be provided with a call for papers.

**Key Dates:**

3-5 October 2017 - Conference, NSW Teachers Federation Conference Centre

Evening, Tuesday 3 October 2017 - Welcome Function, Museum of Contemporary Art

Evening, Wednesday 4 October 2017 - Conference Dinner, Australian National Maritime Museum